A spacious furnace and large-format glazing make the RIANO fireplace stove the perfect addition to any interior. The exquisite
combination of small details with its robust frame ensure that RIANO stoves will stand out in every situation.

RIANO W Fireplace stoves with water exchanger
Highly efficient RIANO W fireplace stoves with a large share of heat transferred to hot water will find applications
even in larger interiors. The horizontal combustion chamber gives the stove a modern look and allows you to burn
pieces of wood up to 50 cm long.
This hot-water fireplace stove will provide enough heat even for larger areas. Its highly efficient hot-water exchanger with a
volume of 58l can transfer 70% of the heat into the water and 30% into the air. Moreover, the specially patented construction of
the Triple Pass hot-water exchanger maximizes the energy transferred into the water. The standard version has an upper flue
gas exhaust. Thanks to the secondary air intake, the door glass is air-washed to prevent the accumulation of soot. The
combustion chamber is lined with chamotte brick tiles. The primary and secondary air intakes are regulated by a single control
element. The lower part of the stove includes a storage area with a door for storing a small amount of wood or tools. The stove is
equipped with a cooling loop.

RIANO 03 W
serpentine

Prices on request at your seller
order code: RIANO 03W
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Technical parameters
Height

1086 mm

Width

820 mm

Depth

463 mm

Door height

581 mm

Door width

730 mm

Weight

291 kg

Regulated output

6,7-17,4 kW

Regulated output of water exchanger

4,7-12,2 kW

Smoke flue diameter

150 mm

Flue socket diameter

150 mm

Draught

12 Pa

Efficiency

83,4 %

Average wood consumption

3,7 kg/h

A+

Download
Construction readiness - heating sets
Declaration about qualities
Energy label and product sheet
General instructions
Technical documentation
Technical sheet
Warranty certificate
Download our catalogue!
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